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Program Summary:  
This was a scripted program summarizing the pending Bowman v. Monsanto Supreme Court 
case on patent exhaustion relating to genetically modified seeds.  The program walks through a 
meeting with the farmer.  A video of a news report summarizing the issues in the case.  And 
finally a mock Supreme Court argument highlighting potential legal positions justices may take. 
The beginning of the program described the genetically modified seed technology.   
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Setup:  
 
You will need a about 13 actors depending on if you want all 9 justices on the mock hearing plus 
a narrator.  The news report is prerecorded and can use duplicate actors. Setup requires a podium 
and seats for all actors.  And power point presentation.  Also Justice robes are helpful.  Some 
dressed up like farmers or had props to go along with the farming and plant theme of the case. 
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Magic Seeds and Patent Exhaustion:   
The Applicability of Patent Exhaustion to Self-Replicating Technologies 

 
Atlanta IP Inn of Court 

March 13, 2013 
 
 
Narrator:  (Covers a couple of slides regarding patent exhaustion.) 
 
Narrator: Tonight we will follow the path of patent exhaustion as it meanders through the fields 
of genetically modified crops.  We start in the law offices of Tiller and Plow and end before the 
Supreme Court.  We start with Tiller, along with his associate Polly Planter, as they advise 
Gardener Gruff about his use of genetically modified seeds.  As a preliminary tutorial (slides), 
you should know a genetically modified seed grows into a genetically modified plant which 
creates new genetically modified seeds.  Let’s see what happens at Tiller and Plow. 
 

Scene 1 
 
Partner: Did you get a chance to review that contract I left for you yesterday?  A farmer in north 
Georgia named Gardener Gruff will be arriving in a few minutes to talk about it. I only looked at 
the contract briefly but it seems to pertain to patented seeds and Gardener Gruff’s use of the 
seeds.  I remember something in IP180 about seeds and patent, um, fatigue.  No, that’s not it. . . 
exhaustion.  Patent exhaustion. I remember a computer case called something like Quanta about 
patent exhaustion too.   I think Gardener Gruff wants to talk to me, um, I mean us, about patent 
exhaustion.  Somebody down the hall told me you did your law review article on patent 
exhaustion so I thought this might be interesting for you.  Tell me everything I need to know 
before Gardener Gruff gets here.  Oh, and, you are welcome to join us.  You may learn 
something. 
 
Associate (speaking quickly): Um, um, um . . . Patent exhaustion, also called the first sale 
doctrine, is a doctrine stemming from an ancient Supreme Court decision, reinforced by the 
Supreme Court’s decision in the Quanta case (also pretty ancient – 2008! Before I even went to 
law school!).  The doctrine states that the authorized sale of an article that substantially embodies 
the claims of a patent exhausts the patent holder’s rights.   
 
Partner:  Slow down.  What does that have to do with computers and seeds? 
 
Associate (more measured): Well, regardless of the article being sold, once a patent holder sells 
the patented article (the computer component or the seed) to an authorized purchaser, that 
authorized purchaser can sell that same article to someone else and the patent holder cannot 
collect royalties from the downstream purchaser for the same article.  The patent rights are 
exhausted by the authorized purchase as to that article.   
 
Partner:  Okay that seems simple enough.  Why did some people find the Quanta case so hard to 
understand?   
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Associate:  Well, there are a couple of reasons Quanta was complicated.  The concept of 
exhaustion becomes harder when the article sold by the authorized purchaser is sold in a 
different form (like, you know, as a component of a larger article) or when there are contract 
limitations on subsequent sales.  In the Quanta case, LG owned patents that covered data 
management and traffic in a computer system and they licensed the patents to Intel for use in 
microprocessors and chips. The license agreement explicitly excluded any license for 
downstream purchasers to combine the microprocessors or chips with components made by third 
parties (not LG or Intel). The Supreme Court decided patent exhaustion applied and LG’s 
restriction on third party use was outside the scope of patent rights, and . . .  
 
Partner (interrupting):  Okay, what does any of this have to do with Gardener Gruff’s seeds? 
 
Associate:  Gardener Gruff uses genetically modified seeds and has signed a contract limiting his 
right to use second generation seeds. 
 
Partner (with a blank look):  Genetically modified?  Second generation seeds? 
 
Associate:  Monsanto, a big agricultural company, is selling patented soybean seeds (called 
RoundUp Ready seed) that have been genetically changed to be resistant to certain weed killers - 
specifically Monsanto’s weed killer called RoundUp.  Farmers like the seeds because they can 
plant them and then spray with RoundUp without having to weed the soybean plants.  Monsanto 
has a contract that allows the farmer to plant the genetically modified seeds and then sell the 
second generation seed only as a commodity - not for use as seeds. 
 
Partner:  What is the difference? 
 
Associate: Commodity seeds are sold to a grain elevator.  The seeds can be combined from 
RoundUp Ready (genetically modified) plants and non-RoundUp ready (normal soybean) plants.  
There are no contract restrictions on what the grain elevators do with the seeds, but the seeds are 
usually used as feed.  The farmers can sell the seeds as commodity seeds but are expressly 
prohibited from reusing the seeds for planting or selling them as seeds for planting. Selling as a 
commodity is okay. 
 
(Gardener Gruff walks in looking around as if lost and carrying a thick contract). 
 
Partner: Okay. Looks like Gardener Gruff is here.  Let’s meet with him together. 
 
(Partner stands and invites Gardener Gruff into the conference room.) 
 
Partner:  Come right in.  I am Patent Tiller, but you can call me Pat. Let me introduce you to my 
associate, um, um, . . . 
 
Associate: I am Polly Planter. 
 
Gardener Gruff:  Okay.  I need some advice about how I can use these RoundUp Ready seeds.  
Crazy, isn’t it?  Here I am a farmer - my people have been farming the same land for generations 
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– and I have to come to a lawyer to get advice on how to use seeds! I have this big fat contract 
that tells me what I can and cannot do.  I’m just a farmer, you know.  I’ve read this contract over 
and over and I am still confused.  My people have been saving and replanting their seeds forever 
but that was before the seeds were patented like these here RoundUp Ready seeds.  These here 
seeds work great and I am willing to buy ‘em and not save ‘em if I have agreed not to save and 
replant.  I am a man of my word, just like all my people.  So, first of all, is that what I’ve agreed 
to do?    
 
Partner:  Well, it is complicated . . . My associate here has looked at the contract in detail.  I am 
going to let her answer your question. 
 
Associate: The contract prohibits you from replanting seeds from plants grown from the 
RoundUp Ready seed. 
 
Gardener Gruff:  Yeah.  That’s what I told my daddy, but he didn’t believe me.  He kept saying, 
“Gardener, us Gruffs been saving seeds and planting ‘em forever.  Who ever heard of buying 
new seeds every year?”  Here is my problem.  I want to do a second planting of soybeans in a 
season.  My daddy will have a heart attack and die if I buy seeds twice in one year.  The second 
planting is more likely to get killed by frost and I could lose it all.  I need to do something 
cheaper.    
 
(Partner motions for associate to respond.) 
 
Associate:  Well, there may be another option.  In my law review article I came up with an idea.  
Since the Agreement allows farmers like you to sell to a grain elevator for commodity use and 
there is no contract limiting the grain elevators, why don’t you buy your second set of seeds from 
the grain elevator?   
 
Gardener Gruff:  But them’s commodity seeds for feeding to animals not for planting.     
 
Associate:  I know that the commodity seeds may not be the same high quality as the seeds you 
are buying from Monsanto and I know they may not all be RoundUp resistant, but it might be 
worth a try.  
 
Gardener Gruff: Shoot, most of them seeds in the grain elevator are RoundUp Ready just like the 
seeds I buy ‘cause everybody is using ‘em.  Besides, once I spray RoundUp on the second crop, 
the other plants will just die.  Can I save my seeds from the grain elevator plants? 
 
Partner:  Hold on just a minute.  You might be on to something, um , um , . . . 
 
Associate:  Polly.  
 
Partner:  Yeah, Polly.  You said the contract does not prevent the grain elevators from selling the 
seeds for any reason they want.  But what about the patent rights? You cannot make, use, sell, or 
offer to sell a patented product without permission from the patent holder.   
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Associate:  In my law review article, I concluded the patent rights in the commodity seeds would 
be exhausted because the sale of the seeds to the grain elevator was authorized.    
 
Gardener Gruff:  I am not sure exhausted seeds would work. . .  
 
Associate:  No, no, it is not the seeds that are exhausted. . . It is the patent rights that are 
exhausted.   
 
Partner (interrupting the Associate and ignoring Gardener Gruff): Hold on a minute.  As a patent 
attorney, it seems to me that growing more genetically modified seeds from a genetically 
modified plant would be making the claimed invention all over again. 
 
Associate:  That is the dicey part.  It is an unanswered issue - Whether the right to use the seeds 
includes the unlimited right to grow more.  I think that it does. I think the grain elevator seeds 
just replicate naturally.  You don’t have to “make” them.  
 
Gardener Gruff:  So can I save seeds so long as I buy ‘em from a grain elevator? 
 
Associate:  There is a credible legal argument to that effect. 
 
Gardener Gruff:  Say what? 
 
Partner:    Well, the answer is maybe.  We think you can and we think we can help you beat 
Monsanto in court if they sue you.  We’d sure like to give it a try. 
 
Gardener Gruff (standing to leave):  That’s all I want to hear.  I can’t wait to tell Daddy that we 
can replant from our second crop. 
 
Partner (calls to Gardener Gruff departing figure):  Let us know if you hear from Monsanto! (To 
Associate)  This could be an interesting piece of litigation down the road. . . .  
 
Narrator: So Gardener Gruff goes back to the farm where he buys seeds from the grain elevator, 
plants them, saves the seeds from the crops and replants them year after year.  In the meantime 
Monsanto is very busy enforcing its patent rights and eventually files suit against Gardener 
Gruff.   
 

Scene 2 
 
Narrator: Our first scene was based loosely on the Monsanto v. Bowman case recently heard by 
the Supreme Court.  Before we see a mock oral argument before the Supreme Court, let’s fast 
forward through the intervening years between the client meeting with his attorney and that oral 
argument.   
 
(Powerpoint with taped narrative and videos.  In the background, the Supreme Court justices will 
be putting on their robes, shaking hands, and taking their seats.)  
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Prefilmed Video: (Use songs like, Old McDonald and Inch by Inch as 
background). 
Journalist 1 (Primping and not realizing camera is active at first):  (Pause) We are 
here at the Monsanto headquarters with Mr. Suemore, CEO of Monsanto.  Mr. 
Suemore, can you tell us why Monsanto wants to sue poor little farmers like 
Gardener Gruff for merely planting seeds? 
 
Monsanto CEO:  Monsanto invested millions of dollars in developing the 
RoundUp Ready seeds.  Farmers have appreciated the seeds and have been very 
eager to purchase the product.  It makes their job so much easier – just spray on 
the herbicide (Roundup, of course) and the weeds die while the crops thrive!  
However, to recover our investment in the R&D and patent costs, we need to 
recover our sunk costs and we cannot do that if we give the seeds away.  
 
Journalist 1: So, recovering your costs includes suing farmers? 
 
Monsanto: We understand the plight of the individual – you have to remember, 
Roundup Ready technology is the life’s work of several hard-working scientists.  
We had to pay their salaries and give them state of the art labs so that they could 
fool around with petunias and such, as they figured out how to modify these cash 
crops.   
 
These nerds invested blood, sweat and dateless nights into making this new reality 
for farmers. Monsanto is very proud that our work improves the ability of these 
farmers to put food on tables in the U.S. and throughout the world. 
So, yes – We will sue companies and individuals, including farmers, who infringe 
our patent rights. 
 
Journalist 1 (turning to the camera):  Monsanto is unapologetic in its pursuit of 
patent infringers, and has in fact, brought infringement actions against more than 
125 farmers and farm servicers in the past decade.  Only a handful of those 
lawsuits reached trial.  In 2004, farmer McFarling was enjoined from saving seeds 
from one harvest to the next.  According to the Federal Circuit, the second 
generation seeds were never “sold” – therefore, there can be no exhaustion. 
In 2006, farmer Scruggs raised many defenses, but failed to persuade the courts 
that it did not infringe.  Because Scruggs never signed Monsanto’s Technology 
Agreement, his original purchase of seeds was not an authorized sale, so there can 
be no exhaustion. 
 
All of this brings us to the case of Monsanto v. Bowman, who did not fare well 
before the Federal Circuit.   Bowman tried to use one of Quanta’s key holdings to 
his benefit – that a downstream article substantially embodies a patented 
invention where its only reasonable and intended use is to practice the patent.  
The Federal Circuit rejected this logic, concluding that there are various uses for 
commodity seed (such as, to feed animals) so the sale by the grain elevator to 
Bowman was not authorized for purposes of planting. 
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Farmer Bowman’s battle with Monsanto has now taken him from the Federal 
Circuit to the Supreme Court of the land.  As we wait for the Supreme Court’s 
ruling on the matter, protests against Monsanto’s tactics are reaching a fever 
pitch. 
 
Now, back to you, Joe at the protest site just outside Monsanto’s headquarters.   
 
Journalist 2 (oblivious to the camera for too long): (Pause) We are indeed here 
with the protestors, who are trying to shut down Monsanto operations.  Mr. 
Crunchy is a member of Organic Consumers Against Monsanto.  Mr. Crunchy, 
can you tell why you are trying to shut down Monsanto’s operations? (numerous 
protestors walking around with signs) 
 
Protester (Mr. Crunchy):  Monsanto is trying to do this crazy science-fiction 
farming with genetically modified seeds.  I don’t trust ‘em.  I want my food 
natural and not genetically manipulated by a big corporation.  We will stay out 
here all day and night to get their attention and make them stop their crazy 
scientist approach to raising crops and food. Monsanto doesn’t care about the 
quality of our food.  They just want to make money and will step on anybody, 
including the farmers, to do that.  Monsanto is a corporate devil . . .  
 
Journalist 2:  (Interrupting Protester) The protestors include a diverse group.  
Those opposed to genetically modified seeds and foods grown from them, those 
in support of the farmers, and those against just about everything.    
 

 
Narrator: Let’s return to our fictional story about Gardener Gruff.  Monsanto eventually sued 
Gardener Gruff.  The District Court said there is no patent exhaustion as to the replanted seeds 
and Gardener Gruff is infringing.  The Federal Circuit agreed and said that, just because a 
patented technology self-replicates, does not give one the right to use the replicated copies 
without authorization. This brings us to the Supreme Court oral arguments where Tiller goes up 
against Monsanto’s attorney, Max McMillions.   
 

Scene 3: 
(Courtroom set up with Everyone not in the Scene to sit behind the Monsanto table; Just 
Gardener Gruff behind the Farmer’s table.) 
 
Chief Justice Rutabaga:  We will hear argument this morning in the Gruff versus Monsanto case.  
Mr. Tiller? 
 
Tiller:  Chief Justice Rutabaga, may it please the Court. . . .  Once a patented product is sold, the 
patent rights in that product are exhausted and the product passes beyond the protection of patent 
law.  Here, the invention is a little bit of genetic material inserted in a seed.  The only way to use 
the invention is to plant the seeds and grow more seeds. 
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Justice Scallion:  But, why in the world would anyone invest money in developing genetically 
modified seeds if the first seed sold ends all patent protection, since an infinite number of seeds 
can be made?  (Justice Turnip nods enthusiastically.) 
 
Tiller:  Justice Scallion, the answer is contract law, which can be used to . . . . 
 
Justice Scallion:  (Aggressively)  But patent law recognizes the fact that contract law is 
inadequate. (Justice Turnip nods enthusiastically.) 
 
Tiller:  Yes, but Monsanto would have no patent exhaustion at all with regard to the seeds. 
Gardener Gruff bought seeds from a grain elevator, without any limitations. If patent exhaustion 
applies to those seeds, it should apply to their progeny. 
 
Justice Broccoli: He can use the soybeans from the grain elevator for lots of things - including 
for making tofu turkey – but the law prohibits him to throwing them in the face of a child and 
prohibits him from making new seeds.  The problem here is that he planted the seeds and made 
new seeds, which constituted making the patented invention.  
 
Tiller:  Justice Broccoli, you cannot distinguish making and using in this invention . . . . 
 
Justice Better Ginseng:  Would he be infringing the patent if he merely bought seeds at the grain 
elevator and planted them without saving seeds and replanting? 
Tiller: Justice Better-Ginseng, no, that would not be infringement. 
 
Justice Sweetpotater:  So he never has to buy any seeds from Monsanto at all?       
 
Tiller:  Justice Sweetpotater, he bought seeds from Monsanto because they are better.  The seeds 
from the grain elevator are riskier.  We are dealing with a self-replicating technology and patent 
exhaustion must apply. 
 
Justice Kale:  So, are you suggesting an exception for self-replicating technologies? 
 
Tiller: Maybe.  Monsanto wants the farmers to take all the risks and just make lots of money. . . .  
 
Justice Kohlrabi:  But if one seed escapes from the patent system, all patent rights are lost since 
an infinite number of seeds can be made from that one seed. 
 
Tiller:  Maybe, Justice Kolrabi, but . . .  
 
Justice Rutabaga (interrupting):  Thank you, Mr. Tiller.   Mr. McMillions . . . 
 
Mr. McMillions:  I start by covering a thousand old cases related to patent exhaustion and plant 
patents and I talk and talk without interruption.  Seeds are no different than any other technology.  
You cannot make and use a patented invention without authorization unless you want to get sued 
for patent infringement.  Just say no to an exemption for self-replicating technologies.  
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Justice Avocado:  If you are right, I note that the poor farmer has to spend a lot of money to buy 
the fancy patented seeds for his second planting.  I am not really objecting strongly, I am just 
trying to come up with something to say so that the court does not appear completely biased.  All 
this seems to go against traditional farming principles of saving seeds.   
 
Mr. McMillions:  Yes, Justice Avocado, but patent exhaustion applies to the seeds as soon as 
they are sold.  Farmers can use those seeds to grow soybeans and patent exhaustion means 
Monsanto cannot sue the farmers  for infringement when they grow soybeans from the seeds.  
Patent exhaustion on that first generation of seeds, however, does not apply to subsequent 
generations of the genetically modified seeds that the farmer grows because he is then making 
new genetically modified seeds without authorization from Monsanto.   Patent exhaustion does 
not authorize farmers to make new sets of patented seeds in perpetuity by saving seeds and 
replanting them. Analogously, if the patent covered a farm tool, the farmer could use the tool that 
he purchased from the patent owner but could not make more of them by asserting patent 
exhaustion applies. 
 
Chief Justice Rutabaga:  Thank you, Mr. McMillions, I believe we will decide this case for you 
and I am not sure why we accepted cert if we are just going to affirm the Federal Circuit, but, 
well, you never know . . .  
 
Narrator: And this is where our fictional story ends.  In reality, the Supreme Court heard oral 
arguments in late February in the Bowman v. Monsanto case and, by all accounts, the Justices 
seemed sympathetic to Monsanto, leaving most of us to expect an affirmance of the Federal 
Circuit holding that patent exhaustion did not apply to subsequent generations of seeds.  The 
media coverage of the case has been substantial and we await the final decision of the Supreme 
Court. (Covers several slides regarding Bowman v. Monsanto.) 
  
(Credits roll.  Narrator opens floor for questions and discussion.) 



NARRATOR:

Tonight we will follow the path of patent exhaustion as it meanders through the 
fields of genetically modified crops.  We start in the law offices of Tiller and Plow 
and end before the Supreme Court

1



NARRATOR:

[[a couple of words about patent exhaustion]]

2



3



Explain the facts of Quanta v. LG 

4



NARRATOR: 

Let’s return to our FICTIONAL story about Gardener Gruff.  Monsanto eventually 
sued Gardener Gruff.  The District Court said there is no patent exhaustion as to the 
replanted seeds and Gardener Gruff is infringing.  The Federal Circuit agreed and 
said that, just because a patented technology self-replicates, does not give one the 
right to use the replicated copies without authorization. This brings us to the 
Supreme Court oral arguments where Tiller goes up against Monsanto’s attorney, 
Max McMillions.  

5



Bowman tried to use one of Quanta’s key holdings to his benefit – that a downstream 
article substantially embodies a patented invention where its only reasonable and intended 
use is to practice the patent.  The Federal Circuit rejected this logic, concluding that there 
are various uses for commodity seed (such as, to feed animals) so the sale by the grain 
elevator to Bowman was not authorized for purposes of planting.
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NARRATOR:

As a preliminary tutorial, you should know a genetically modified seed grows into a 
genetically modified plant which creates new genetically modified seeds.
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NARRATOR:

Our first scene was based loosely on the Monsanto v. Bowman case recently heard 
by the Supreme Court.  Before we see a mock oral argument before the Supreme 
Court, let’s fast forward through the intervening years between the client meeting 
with his attorney and that oral argument. 
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Monsanto CEO:  Monsanto invested millions of dollars in developing the RoundUp
Ready seeds.  Farmers have appreciated the seeds and have been very eager to 
purchase the product.  It makes their job so much easier – just spray on the 
herbicide (Roundup, of course) and the weeds die while the crops thrive!

However, to recover our investment in the R&D and patent costs, we need to 
recover our sunk costs and we cannot do that if we give the seeds away. 
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Journalist 1: So, recovering your costs includes suing farmers?

Monsanto: We understand the plight of the individual – you have to remember, 
Roundup Ready technology is the life’s work of several hard-working scientists.  We 
had to pay their salaries and give them state of the art labs so that they could fool 
around with petunias and such as they figured out how to modify these cash crops.
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SUEMORE:

These nerds invested blood, sweat and dateless nights into making this new reality for 
farmers.
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SUEMORE:  

Monsanto is very proud that our work improves the ability of these farmers to put 
food on tables in the U.S. and throughout the world.

So, yes – We will sue companies and individuals, including farmers, who infringe our 
patent rights.
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JOURNALIST 1 or NARRATOR:

Monsanto is unapologetic in its pursuit of patent infringers, and has in fact, sued a 
number of farmers.

In 2004, farmer McFarling was enjoined from saving seeds from one harvest to the next.  
According to the Federal Circuit, the second generation seeds were never “sold” –
therefore, there can be no exhaustion.
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In 2006, farmer Scruggs raised many defenses, but failed to persuade the courts that it did 
not infringe.  Because Scruggs never signed Monsanto’s Technology Agreement, his original 
purchase of seeds was not an authorized sale, so there can be no exhaustion.
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Journalist 1:

All of this brings us to the case of Monsanto v. Farmer Bowman, who did not fare well 
before the Federal Circuit.
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NARRATOR: 

Let’s return to our FICTIONAL story about Gardener Gruff.  Monsanto eventually 
sued Gardener Gruff.  The District Court said there is no patent exhaustion as to the 
replanted seeds and Gardener Gruff is infringing.  The Federal Circuit agreed and 
said that, just because a patented technology self-replicates, does not give one the 
right to use the replicated copies without authorization. This brings us to the 
Supreme Court oral arguments where Tiller goes up against Monsanto’s attorney, 
Max McMillions.  
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Farmer Bowman’s battle with Monsanto has now taken him from the Federal Circuit to the 
Supreme Court of the land.  As we wait for the Supreme Court’s ruling on the matter, 
protests against Monsanto’s tactics are reaching a fever pitch.
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